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Abstract

Focus on Questions of exam paper 1.
Question: Financial mathematics.
Question: Probability

1.1 Financial mathematics

1.1.1 Theory

Simple interest:
Interest that is calculated only on the amount of money invested or borrowed and not on
the interest that has already been added to it [1]. Simple interest is used as a quick and easy
method to calculate the interest charge on a loan.

A = P (1 + in)

where,

• A = accumulated amount (total amount after time has passed).

• P = principle amount (starting/initial amount).

• i = interest rate (written in a decimal).

• n = time period.

Compound interest:
Interest that is calculated on both the amount of money invested or borrowed and on the
interest that has been added to it [2].

A = P (1 + i)n

where all variables are the same as for simple interest. When asked to calculate the
accumulated amount the equation is used as is, but when the accumulated amount is given
and you are asked to calculate the principle amount the equation changes to,
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P = A(1 + i)�n.

Since,

A = P (1 + i)n

A

(1 + i)n
=

P (1 + i)n

(1 + i)n

P =
A

(1 + i)n

P = A(1 + i)�n.

Similarly the equation can be rewritten using our knowledge of logarithms when asked
to calculate the time period (n).

A = P (1 + i)n

A

P
= (1 + i)n.

Use logarithmic definition, if ba = x then a = logb x,

A

P
= (1 + i)n

n = log(1+i)

A

P
.

To further simplify we can make use of the logarithmic change of base equation, logb x =
log x
log b ,

n = log(1+i)

A

P

=
log A

P

log(1 + i)
.

Depreciation:
The process of losing value [3].

Simple depreciation:
A = P (1� in). (1)

Compound depreciation:
A = P (1� i)n

Annuities:
A number of equal payments made at regular intervals for a certain amount of time. An
annuity is subject to a rate of interest [4]. Further defined as:
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• Future value annuities: regular equal deposits/payments are made into a savings
account or investment fund to provide an accumulated amount at the end of the time
period. The amount accumulating in the fund earns compound interest at a certain
rate [4].

• Present value annuity: regular equal payments/installments are made to pay back
a loan or bond over a given time period. The reducing balance of the loan is usually
charged compound interest at a certain rate [4].

Future value annuities is a way of saving money for the future.

Lets consider an example.

Example 1

In an attempt to save money, you deposit R1000 into a bank account and you plan on
depositing another R1000 in a months time and again a further R1000 one month after that
month. You are given an interest rate of 6% per annum compounded monthly, what is your
total saved balance after two month?

The next point that is worth discussing is the total amount of payments made to any an-
nuity. If a payment is made immediately, this payment is usually referred to the T0 payment
and each payment after is made after the passing of a certain time period like a month. This
a↵ects the amount of total payments and will be illustrated by an example.

EXAMPLE 2
You plan to save money on a monthly basis by depositing R1250 at the end of every

month for 1 year at 14% interest per annum compounded monthly. You have heard that
making an extra immediate deposit will greatly a↵ect your savings at the end of you in-
vestment period. Calculate the di↵erence in your final balance for each of the situations to
determine whether it is in fact worth it.

Present value annuities are equal payments over a given time period to pay back a
lone or a bond. Unlike hire purchase loans, paying a present value annuity in advance does in
fact have an advantage. The reason for this is that the reducing balance still owed is charged
compound interest at a certain rate, thus the less money owed the smaller the interest it will
generate. Lets consider an example.

EXAMPLE 3

Suppose that you have been granted a loan with the agreed terms to repay R1000 precisely
one month after the loan was issued and a further payment of R1000 the month following
the first payment. The interest rate is 8% per annum compounded monthly. Calculate the
total amount of the loan.
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Lastly you need to know the di↵erence between nominal and e↵ective interest rates and
be able to convert between these two.

Nominal interest rate: Nominal interest rate is also defined as a stated interest rate.
This interest works according to the simple interest and does not take into account the com-
pounding periods[5].

E↵ective interest rate: E↵ective interest rate is the one which caters the compounding
periods during a payment plan. It is used to compare the annual interest between loans with
di↵erent compounding periods like week, month, year etc [5].

In order to convert between nominal and e↵ective interest rates we simply make use of
the following equation:

ieff =

✓
1 +

inom
n

◆n

� 1.

EXAMPLE 4

[From past paper1 February 2013 Q7(entire question)][12marks](Q8 follows)

1. Raeesa invests R4 million into an account earning interest of 6% per annum, com-
pounded annually. How much will her investment be worth at the end of 3 years?

2. Joanne invests R4 million into an account earning interest of 6% per annum, com-
pounded monthly.

(a) She withdraws an allowance of R30 000 per month. The first withdrawal is exactly
one month after she has deposited the R4 million. How many such withdrawals
will Joanne be able to make?

(b) If Joanne withdraws R20 000 per month, how many withdrawals will she be able
to make?

EXAMPLE 5

[From past paper1 February 2013 Q8(entire question)][3marks]

Je↵rey invests R700 per month into an account earning interest at a rate of 8% per
annum, compounded monthly. His friend also invests R700 per month and earns interest
compounded semi-annually (that is every six months) at r% per annum. Je↵rey and his
friend’s investments are worth the same at the end of 12 months. Calculate r.
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1.2 Probability

1.2.1 Probability theory

What is a probability? A probability is the chance or likelihood of a certain event happening.

Mutually exclusive

Two events are mutually exclusive if they cannot both occur at the same time, it is either
the one or the other i.e a single coin toss resulting in either heads or tails.

(a) Mutually exclusive

Figure 1: Visual representation of mutually exclusive and inclusive.[6]

Complementary

If a mutually exclusive event is complementary, then the equation P (AorB) = P (A) +
P (B) becomes P (A) + P (B) = 1. Another way to think of such a situation is to take into
account the probability of event A happening is P (A) = 1�P (B), such that the probability
of A is what is left when the percentage of B happening is subtracted from 100%.

Complementary events are also exhaustive events which signifies that the two events
contain all the elements in the sample space between them (there is no other options). Think
back to the coin toss. The events that the coin lands on either heads or tails is exhaustive
since there is not a third option to choose from.

EXAMPLE 1

[From past paper1 November 2018 Q12.1][3marks]

Given: P (A) = 0, 45;P (B) = y and P (AorB) = 0, 74
Determine the value(s) of y if A and B are mutually exclusive.

Lets consider a non-mutually exclusive event (inclusive):
EXAMPLE 2
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Steve writes a Science and Maths examination. He believes that he has a 40% chance
of passing the Maths examination, a 60% chance of passing the Science examination and a
30% chance of passing both. What is the probability that he will pass at least one subject?

1.2.2 The fundamental counting principle

The fundamental counting principle states that if there are a outcomes in event A and b
outcomes in event B, then there are (a⇥ b) outcomes in event A and event B combined.

When combining the fundamental counting principle with the next two statements, you
can solve a wide variety of combinatorics.

• The number of arrangement that n objects can be arranged in, in n possible ways is
n!.

• The number of arrangement that n objects can be arranged in, in r possible ways is
n!

(n�r)! .

Lets test these statements out on past exam questions in order to illustrate their e↵ec-
tiveness.

EXAMPLE 3

[From past paper1 February 2018 Q11.2]

The cards below are placed from left to right in a row.

(a) Question 11.2

Figure 2: Card image from past paper

1. In how many di↵erent ways can these 6 cards be randomly arranged in a row?

2. In how many di↵erent ways can these cards be arranged in a row if the diamonds and
hearts are placed in alternating positions?

3. If these cards are randomly arranged in a row, calculate the probability that ALL the
hearts will be next to one another.
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EXAMPLE 4

[From past paper1 November 2017 Q10]

A survey was conducted among 100 Grade 12 learners about their use of Instagram (I),
Twitter (T) and WhatsApp (W) on their cell phones. The survey revealed the following:

• 8 use all three.

• 12 use Instagram and Twitter.

• 5 Use Twitter and WhatsApp, but not Instagram.

• x use Instagram and WhatsApp, but not Twitter.

• 61 use Instagram.

• 19 use Twitter.

• 73 use WhatsApp.

• 14 use none of these applications.

1. Draw a Venn diagram to illustrate the information above.

2. Calculate the value of x.

3. Calculate the probability that a learner, chosen randomly uses only ONE of these
applications.

EXAMPLE 5

[From past paper1 November 2017 Q11]

A company uses a coding system to identify its clients. Each code is made up of two
letters and a sequence of digits, for example AD108 or RR 45789.

The letters are chosen from A; D; R; S and U. Letters may be repeated in the code.
The digits 0 to 9 are used, but No digit may be repeated in the code.

1. How many di↵erent clients can be identified with coding system that is made up of
TWO letters and TWO digits?

2. Determine the least number of digits that is required for a company to uniquely identify
700 000 clients using their coding system.
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